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ABSTRACT

Gartneretal.

Cation Cable and is formed by a Support plate (11) and a Cable

support extension (12) mounted to the inner surface (20)
support plate' The Cable Support extension is Open_ended’

With one opening in communication With the access opening
(26) of the support plate (11) and the other opening projecting
inside the Wall structure (50). This alloWs the communication
cable (56) to be fed from W1th1n the Wall structure, through the
Wall plate, and beyond, With the cable support extension
functioning as an interior sight barrier Without obstructing the
placement of a ?at screen television set or other Wall mounted
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A Wall plate (10) is provided that accommodates communi
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WALL PLATE HAVING INTERNAL NOSE
FOR ELECTRICAL CABLE

“nose” is mounted to the inner surface of the support plate for

extending from the Wall plate and through the Wall opening
into the Wall structure. The cable support extension has an

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

internal sloped Wall that is sloped With respect to the Wall
plate and that de?nes a cable passage oriented at an angle With

This invention concerns a Wall plate that mounts about a

respect to the support plate that is in registration With the

hole in a Wall structure, With the plate having an opening
therein for the passage of communication cable of the type

Wall structure so that an electrical cable can extend from

access opening. The cable support extension extends into the

that is to connect to a computer, television set, printer, or other

Within the Wall structure, through the access opening and

communication device.

through the cable support extension, and the cable support
extension forms a sight barrier from outside the Wall structure

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

through the access opening.
The support plate is ?at and formed so as to be substantially
coextensive With the Wall to Which it is to be mounted, such
that substantially no protrusion extends from the outer surface
of the support plate into the room. This enables objects such

When communications equipment such as computers, tele
visions and printers are to be placed in a room, it is desirable

to have the communication cable(s) leading to the equipment
to pass interiorly through the Wall structure to a position

adjacent the equipment and then through an opening in the

as a ?at screen television to be mounted substantially ?ush

Wall structure to the equipment. A Wall plate having a cable
access opening may be mounted in the Wall opening for

With the vertical Wall surface.
Preferably, the cable support extension or “nose” extends a
distance betWeen 2 and 3 1/2 inches from the support plate in a

20

extending the cable into the room and forming a neater look at
the Wall opening. This also provides a neater look in the room

direction laterally from the support plate, for projecting into

by avoiding the lengths of cable from being exposed in the
room.

In the past, Wall plates Were simply ?at plastic plates

25

mountable to the Wall about the hole in the Wall, With an
room. This formed a more “?nished look” to the cable entry.

HoWever, When the hole in the Wall plate Was not occupied by
30

the Wall plate and possibly see into the Wall structure.
Later, Wall plates Were developed that have a “nose” that
protrudes from the Wall plate into the room, With the nose
35

the access hole in the Wall plate. The cable is extended from
the access opening and through the nose into the room for
connection to the computer. This type of Wall plate having a
nose-shield has met With popular use since the nose-shield

provides a visual barrier through the opening in the Wall plate.

of the support plate and the opposed inner opening extending
40

screen televisions, are mounted directly to the Wall, so that the

45
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ious.
It is to the above described matters that this invention is
directed.

inverted so that its inner opening faces doWnWardly so that a
person standing or sitting in the room does not see the inner

port extension forms an interior sight barrier When the Wall
plate is exposed to vieW, but the Wall plate does not have an
extension that projects into the room. When the Wall plate is

mounted object, the cable support extension does not pro

trude outWardly of the support plate and, therefore, does not
55

from inside the Wall structure through the Wall opening to the
outside of the Wall structure, for connection to an electrical
appliance, such as to a ?at screen television.

The Wall plate includes a ?at support plate having an inner

ment With the Wall opening, and a cable support extension or

opening of the cable support extension. LikeWise, if the Wall
plate is to be placed high on the Wall, the Wall plate can be

to be placed behind a ?at screen television or other Wall

Brie?y described, this disclosure concerns a Wall plate for
mounting about a Wall opening in a Wall structure. The Wall
plate has an access opening for passing of an electrical cable

surface for mounting against the Wall about the Wall opening.
An access opening is formed in the support plate for align

structure, the inner opening of the sloped cable support exten
sion faces upWardly, so that the line of sight for the typical

opening of the cable support extension. Thus, the cable sup

least exposure of the cable. HoWever, this arrangement does
not hide the Wall plate and a short run of the cable leading to

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

into the interior of the Wall structure.
When the Wall plate is located in a position loW in a Wall

person standing or sitting in the room does not see the inner

to the ?at screen television With the opening of the nose of the
Wall plate directed toWard the television so as to provide the

the television set, and is usually considered visually obnox

edges of the support plate access opening and joined to the
side Wall segments and sloped aWay from the inner surface of
the support plate. This U-shaped Wall or “nose” de?nes open
ends, With one end in communication With the access opening

More recently, electrical appliances, particularly ?at
protruding nose of a Wall plate interferes With mounting the
television in ?at abutment With the surface of the Wall. The
Wall plate can be displaced laterally or vertically With respect

dated by the typical Wall structure.
Preferably, the cable support extension includes, in cross
section, a U-shaped Wall including opposed side Wall seg
ments mounted at the side edges of the support plate access
opening and a distal Wall segment mounted at one of the end

the access hole, a person could see through the access hole in

having a doWnWardly facing opening that communicates With

vertical studs that are 3% inches Wide, the relatively large
cable support extension of the Wall plate can be accommo

access hole in the Wall plate passing the cable(s) into the
a cable, or When the cable occupied less than all the space of

the Wall structure. Since mo st Wall structures are formed With
Wall board of less than one inch thickness that are mounted to

65

interfere With placement of the ?at screen television, etc. on
the Wall.
Thus, it is an object of this invention to provide an
improved Wall plate for mounting about a Wall opening of a
Wall structure for the passage of communication cable, With
the Wall plate being shaped and positioned so as to avoid

interference With the mounting of objects directly to the Wall
at the position of the Wall plate and to provide an interior sight
barrier to avoid vieWing through the opening in the Wall.
Other objects, features and advantages of the present
invention Will become apparent upon reading the folloWing
speci?cation, When taken in conjunction With the accompa

nying draWings.

US 7,390,964 B2
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

breadth than the height of the cable support extension 12, and
the extended edge 30A forms a deeper sight barrier With
respect to vieWing through the cable support extension.
As illustrated in FIG. 4, When the Wall plate 10 is to be

FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW of the Wall plate, showing the
inner surface of the support plate and the cable support exten
sion or “nose” protruding therefrom.
FIG. 2 is a front elevational vieW of the Wall plate of FIG.

mounted in a Wall structure 50 an opening 51 is formed in the

1, showing the access opening of the support plate and the
cable support extension through the access opening.

Wall board 52 for receiving the cable support extension 12.
Typically, the Wall structure 50 Will be formed by vertical
studs of 2><4’s, that form a depth betWeen the Wall boards 52

FIG. 3 is a back elevational vieW of the Wall plate of FIGS.
1 and 2.
FIG. 4 is a side elevational vieW of the Wall plate, shoWing

and 53 of 33/4 inches. The vertical studs 54 form an internal
space betWeen the Wall boards 52 and 53 Where the commu
nications cable may be draWn for connecting to a television,

hoW it is mounted to a Wall structure and hoW a communica

printer, etc.
The Wall plate 10 is mounted in the opening 51 and the

tion cable can be extended through the Wall plate.
FIG. 5 is a side elevational vieW of the Wall plate, shoWn in

communications cable 56 is draWn from the interior of the
Wall structure and into the open-ended passage 40 of the nose

cross section.

of the Wall plate and out through the support plate access
opening 26 for connection to the communications device. A
person standing With their eye level at 60 (FIG. 4) Would not
be able to see through the Wall plate 10 into the interior 54 of

FIG. 6 is a side elevational vieW, in cross section, of a

modi?ed form of the Wall plate.
FIG. 7 is a perspective vieW of a support frame that may be

used to support the Wall plate in position in the Wall opening.
20

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

the person can see upWardly through the open-ended passage
40, then the Wall plate 10 can be inverted to re-establish the

Referring noW in more detail to the draWings, in Which like

numerals indicate like parts throughout the several vieWs,
FIG. 1 illustrates a Wall plate 10 having a support plate 11 and

sight barrier.
25

a cable support extension or “nose” 12 mounted to the support

plate.

40

45

been disclosed in detail herein, it Will be obvious to those
skilled in the art that variations and modi?cations of the
disclosed embodiments can be made Without departing from
the spirit and scope of the invention as set forth in the folloW

30

?at, and the side and top edges 14-17 are rounded so as to
extend toWard the Wall on Which it is to be mounted.

The inner surface 20 of the support plate is substantially ?at
With a protruding perimeter ?ange 21 extending thereabout.
Small stand off protrusions 24 are formed on the inner surface

35

20, spaced from the inner perimeter ?ange 21 for bearing
against an adjacent surface, such as the Wall surface or frame
to Which the Wall plate is to be mounted. ScreW openings 25
are formed among the stand off protrusions 24 for receiving
connector screWs that mount the Wall plate to the Wall.

A support plate access opening 26 is formed centrally in the
support plate 11 for the passage therethrough of communica
tion cable, etc. The access opening includes opposed side
edges 28 and 29, and opposed end edges 30 and 31. Option
ally, the end edge 31 can be rounded as shoWn in FIG. 2.
The cable support extension or “nose” is U-shaped in hori
Zontal cross section and includes opposed side Wall segments

34 and 35 mounted respectively at the side edges of the
support plate opening and a distal Wall segment 3 6 mounted at
one of the end edges 31 of the support plate opening and
joined to the side Wall segments. The cable support extension

Although preferred embodiments of the invention have

ing claims.
We claim:
1. A Wall plate for mounting about a Wall opening of a Wall
in a Wall structure for passing of an electrical cable from
50

inside the Wall structure through the Wall opening to outside

the Wall structure, the Wall plate comprising:

formed by segments 34, 35, and 36 is open at its ends, forming

a support plate having an inner surface for mounting
against the Wall and about the Wall opening, a support

a passage 40 therethrough. The cable support extension 12 is

sloped With respect to the support plate 11, With the curved
distal Wall segment 36 extending at an angle of betWeen 35°
and 45° With respect to the support plate 11, so that its inner

Typically, the Wall plate 10 Will be mounted directly to a
support frame 68 (FIG. 4), With the support frame in turn
being connected to the Wall board 52. This enhances the
strength of the mounting of the Wall plate to the Wall structure.
HoWever, the Wall plate is also of a strength and shape that it
can be directly connected to the Wall. A conventional support
frame suitable for this purpose is shoWn in FIG. 7.
Since the communications cables 56 usually include an
enlarged plug, such as plug 57 ofFIG. 4 that is up to 2 inches
Wide and up to one inch thick, it is desirable to have the
internal, open-ended passage 40 of the cable support exten
sion or “nose” 12 be formed With Width and thickness that
correspond. The passage 40 may therefore be relatively thin
in its Width at l and 1A inches and deeper at 2% inches, as
shoWn in FIGS. 1 and 2. The relative thin dimension tends to
limit the slanted vieW through the passage 40.

The support plate is rectangular, including opposed side
edges 14 and 15 and opposed top and bottom edges 16 and 17.
The outer surface 19 of the support plate 10 is substantially

the Wall structure since the nose of the Wall plate functions as
an interior sight barrier. If the eye level 60 is loWered so that

55

opening 41 is of signi?cant breadth to protrude inWardly of

plate opening formed in the support plate for alignment
With the Wall opening, the support plate opening having
opposed side edges and opposed end edges, a cable
support extension mounted to the inner surface of the

the Wall structure, as shoWn in FIG. 4. The pas sage 40 is in full

support plate at the support plate opening and forming a

registration With the support plate access opening 26.

cable passage extending from the inner surface of the

As shoWn in FIGS. 1 and 5, the edge 44 about the inner
opening 41 of passage 40 of the of cable support extension 12
is substantially coextensive With the end edge 30 of the access
opening 26 of support plate 11. HoWever, FIG. 6 shoWs that
the end edge 3 0A may be formed so that it projects farther into
the access opening 26, so that the edge 30A protrudes doWn
into the cable support extension 12. Thus, the edge 30A
de?nes a support plate access opening 26A that is of smaller

60
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support Wall plate for projecting through and beyond the
Wall opening and into the Wall structure, the cable sup
port extension having a Wall sloped With respect to the
Wall plate and that de?nes the cable passage oriented at
an angle With respect to the support plate in registration
With the support plate opening, such that the cable sup
port extension extends through the Wall opening and into
the Wall structure so that an electrical cable can extend

US 7,390,964 B2
6
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from Within the Wall structure through the cable support

respect to the support plate and de?nes a cable entrance

extension and through the support plate opening and the

opening that is substantially perpendicular to the support

cable support extension forms a sight barrier on the inner

plate.

surface of the support plate When vieWing from outside
the Wall structure through the Wall opening for blocking

forms an entrance opening for receiving electrical cable at a

9. The Wall plate of claim 7, Wherein the cable passage
position Within the Wall structure, Wherein the breadth of the
support plate opening is smaller than the breadth of the
entrance opening of the cable passage.
10. The Wall plate of claim 7, Wherein the cable support

the vieW of the inside of the Wall structure.

2. The Wall plate of claim 1, Wherein the support plate has
an outer surface that is ?at and formed to be substantially
co-extensive With the Wall to Which it is to be mounted such
that no protrusion extends from the outer surface of the sup

extension has an inner end for extending into the Wall struc
ture that forms an inner opening of the cable passage, and the
inner end of the cable support extension extends betWeen tWo
inches and three and one half inches in a direction laterally

port plate that Would obstruct the mounting of a communica
tions device in abutment With the Wall plate.
3. The Wall plate of claim 1, Wherein the cable support
extension is open ended and includes an inner opening ori

from the support plate and is sloped With respect to the sup

ented substantially perpendicular to the support plate.

port plate betWeen 35 degrees and 45 degrees.

4. The Wall plate of claim 1, Wherein the cable passage of
the cable support extension at the support plate has a breadth

11 . A Wall plate for mounting about a Wall opening of a Wall
in a Wall structure for passing an electrical cable from inside

that is greater than the siZe of the opening of the support plate

the Wall structure through the Wall opening to outside the Wall

opening.
5. The Wall plate of claim 1, Wherein the cable support

structure, said Wall plate comprising:
20

extension has an inner end for extending into the Wall struc
ture that forms an opening of the cable passage, and the inner
end of the cable support extension extends betWeen tWo
inches and three and one half inches in a direction laterally

from the support plate.

support plate opening formed in the support plate for
25

extension includes:

a U-shaped Wall including opposed side Wall segments
mounted at the side edges of the support plate opening
30

edges of the support plate opening and joined to the side
Wall segments and sloped aWay from the inner surface of
the support plate,
the U-shaped Wall de?ning a cable opening at the other end
edge of the support plate opening and a cable passage

alignment With the Wall opening, a cable support exten
sion mounted to the support plate and forming a cable
passage extending aWay from the inner surface of the

support plate for projecting through and beyond the Wall

6. The Wall plate of claim 1, Wherein the cable support

and a distal Wall segment mounted at one of the end

a support plate having an inner surface for mounting
against the Wall and about the opening in the Wall, a

opening and into the Wall and de?ning an inner opening
for placement in the Wall structure, the cable support
extension con?gured for forming an interior sight bar
rier on the inside of the support plate When vieWing from
outside the Wall structure through the support plate
opening for blocking the vieW of the inside of the Wall
structure.

35

12. The Wall plate of claim 11, Wherein the inner end of the
cable support extension extends betWeen tWo inches and three

from the cable opening to the support plate opening and

and one half inches in a direction laterally from the support

through the Wall plate.

plate and is sloped With respect to the support plate betWeen
35 degrees and 45 degrees.
13. The Wall plate of claim 11, Wherein the support plate

7. A Wall plate for mounting about a Wall opening of a Wall
in a Wall structure for passing an electrical cable from inside

the Wall structure through the Wall opening to outside the Wall
structure comprising: a support plate having an inner surface

40

for mounting against the Wall and about the opening in the
Wall, a support plate opening formed in the support plate for
alignment With the Wall opening, a cable support extension
mounted to the support plate and forming a cable passage
sloped With respect to the inner surface of the support plate

has an outer surface that is ?at and formed to be substantially
co-extensive With the Wall to Which it is to be mounted.

14. The Wall plate of claim 11, Wherein the inner opening of
the cable support extension is oriented transverse to the sup
45

port plate and siZed and shaped forpassing a cable from inside
the Wall structure through the support plate opening to outside
the Wall structure.

and extending from the support plate and for projecting
through and beyond the Wall opening and sloped into the Wall
structure, and the cable support extension con?gured for
support plate When vieWing from outside the Wall structure
through the Wall opening for blocking the vieW of the inside

15. The Wall plate of claim 11, Wherein the cable support
extension is open-ended.
16. The Wall plate of claim 12, Wherein the cable support
extension is open-ended, sloped With respect to the support
plate, and includes a hump adjacent the support plate that
displaces the sloped portion of the cable support from the

of the Wall structure.

support plate.

forming an interior sight barrier on the inner surface of the

8. The Wall plate of claim 7, Wherein the cable support
extension is U-shaped in cross section and is sloped With

50

